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Frost may triumph. Then our flowers do not surface of the earth. Hidden away in this stem
grow, or they wither a.w ay and die.
are the leaves and flowers, which, unborn as
Let us suppose that we have a tiny seed of a yet, wHllater expand under the welcome rays of
flowering plant, and that we could watch it the sun.
from the tjme it is first placed in the earth to the
Flowers are divided by botanists into two
time when it is fully grown, and can admire classes. There are those, such as the sunflower
the colouring of its
THE ANTHERS, STYLE AND STIGMA
and the scarlet runner,
p etals, or smell the
which have two seedfragrance of its perlobes. These are called
fume.
Dicotyledons. Others,
Like all other living
such as the lily, have
things, a plant must eat
only one seed-lobe, and
and drink in order to
are called Monocotyremain alive.
Long
ledons.
before the first shoot
Both of these have
appears above the sur''pipes'' running
face of the earth the
through t.hem, by means
seed is at work. It
of which nourishment
begins by pushing out a
can pass up and down.
root which, delicate as
· . These pipes are conit is, forces its way
tained in bundles c~~led
through the ground.
"vascular
bundles,"
Its tip is protected from
and one of the differinjury by a sheath
ences between t.he Dicoknown as a root-cap.
tyledon and the Mono- ·
This root gives out
cotyledon is that, while
branches, which in their
in the former these
turn branch again and
bundles are arranged in
then again, until the .
a circle in the stem, in
ground is a network of
thelattertheyarespread
delicate th:reads.
about anyhow.
The root is a very imBefore very long a
portant part of our
tiny bud pushes its way
plant. In the first place
out of the stem, and,
it fixes it into the
aided by the light and
ground, and supports
warmth of the sun,
the stem whicli pre- Here you see the six anthers in which grow the pollen· quickly expands into a
sently springs up. In grains, the sticky stigma to which the insects and the wind leaf.
carry pollen, and the style, surrounded by the anthers.
the second place it Eaeh of the anthers contains thousands of the little p·ollen
Leaves are of all sizes
takes in ·the nnurish- grains, which swell and force their way out, and are and shapes, but whatment which the hungry then carried away by the bees and the wind to do their ever these may be, they
part in producing other flowers. The rough and sticky
and thirsty young plant stigma gathers the pollen from bees as they come in search all have a very imporneeds to make it grow. of nectar, or it collects it as the wind scatters it about. tant dut.y to perform,
Growing out from the roots of many flowers both to the plant ' and the outside world.
;
are little thread-like structures so delicate as
The air which we breathe consists for th~
to require a powerful magnifying glass before ·m ost part of oxygen and nitrogen, with a small
. they can be seen. These are called " root- amount of carb'on dioxide, or carbonic acid gas.
hairs," and through their thin walls they take Air which is pure and good contains very little
in the rain water that has soaked into the of this last gas, and as it is breathed out of our
ground.
lungs Nature has to get rid of it, and put in its
The earth contains many chemical substances place pure oxygen.
.
which the plant needs, and these are dissolved
The Food of Plants and Trees
by the rain, and pass into the plant by way of
It is by the help of the leaves of plants and
:th_e root-hairs, to be distributed to where they trees that she does this. The leaves" swallow"
are required.
the carbon dioxide, and take away the carbon
But while the roots are burying themselves from it, using this as · food. The oxygen which
in the soil, another little shoot is pushing its is left is breathed out, and returns ·t o the air.
way in the opposite direction. This is the stem, In this process the sunshine and the green
which is working · upwards towards the light, colouring matter in the leaves called "chloroand before very long the tip appears above the phyll " play the principal parts.
contained in the Easy Reference Fcct•lndez at the end of this b)ork
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